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Week 1 



Learning Activities for Reading 
  Grade K  

 
With help, Kindergarteners are expected to tell the main idea, details, and ask and answer questions 
about what they are reading.  
Kindergarteners are expected to be able to read and write words that are used frequently in print.  
 

Week 1 Activities 

1. Read the story to your child.  
After reading, ask them the following questions: 

● Put the seasons in order.  Which season comes 
first?  Which comes next?  Which comes last? 

● Ask what questions your child has about seasons or 
weather. 

● What was the main idea (what it is mainly about)? 

Materials: Story 
Weather and Seasons (written by Tracy A. Zelser) 

 
Weather can be rainy or sunny. 
Weather can be windy or snowy. 
Spring can be warm and rainy. 
Summer can be hot and sunny. 
Fall can be cool. 
Winter can be cold. 
 

2. Read the story again.  Materials:  Story, paper, pencil, crayons 

 Have your child write or draw a picture of their favorite season.  
Have them give details about why it is their favorite. 
 

3. Play “Sight Word Tic-Tac-Toe” with your child.  
Each player chooses one sight word to be their word.  
Draw a “Tic-Tac-Toe” board.  
Take turns writing your sight word in a box in the grid.  

3 in a row wins.  Repeat.  

Materials:  Paper, pencil (or other writing tool) 
“Sight Words” 

 

  

4. Writing task: “Rainbow Write Sight Words”.   
Write each “Sight Word” using 5 different colors. 

Materials: Paper, crayons or markers 
“Sight Words”: 

 

   

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Choose a “non-fiction” book if you have one.  Read 20 minutes (students can read to 
self, to someone else, or listen to reading).Ask questions about what they read. What 
was the main idea?  What was the book about?  What were the important details?  

● Look for the sight words in books that you read. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 



Learning Activities for Title 1 Reading 
  Grade K  

 

Oregon standards identify phonics and phonemic awareness as a priority skill in kindergarten. 
These activities will help your child read words. 
 

Week 1 Activities 

1. Practice the phonemic awareness 
skill: Identify first sound of words. 

Materials: This is a spoken activity that can be done with any 
words you choose.  

 Parents say the word. Child tells the first sound. 

 

2. 
Finding the vowels in a story. Materials: The story is on the next page. Pen, pencil, or finger. 

 

  Find and circle or highlight all the vowels in the story “Gus.” Have students say the vowel sounds out loud. 

3. Sounding out words in a story.  Materials: The story is on the next page. Spelling Words: 

 

 Adults should point to the word, and have the child tell them all the sounds in the word without stopping  

  

4. Read the story.  Materials: The story is on the next page 

 Have students practice reading the story, multiple times. 

5. Spelling.  Materials: Words from the story “Gus.” 

 Say the word to your child.  Have the child repeat the word, and say the sounds in the word. 

 What Families Can Do 
● Read texts with the child. 
● Practice first sounds in words.  Give children a word and have them tell you the first sound. 
● Practice finding vowels in texts around the house (labels, magazines, websites, books) 
● Have students sound out short words, saying the sounds in a word without stopping. 
● Practice spelling words like in activity 5 (saying the word, the sounds, and then writing the 

words. 
 



 



Learning Activities for Writing 
  Grade K  

 
Students will be able to write an opinion story with one supporting reason.  
*In kindergarten, we encourage students to write the sounds they hear and not to worry about spelling 
words correctly. Example: pizza=pesu   rainbow=ranbo* 
 

Week 1 Activities 

1. Introduction to opinion writing Materials: paper and pencil 

 An opinion story is a story that tells how you feel about something and it gives reasons for why you feel that 
way. Draw and write your favorite food using the sentence frame: I like_______. 
Example: I like red apples.  
 
The story “Red is Best” can be found on YouTube and goes well with this activity.  
 

2. Opinion writing Materials: paper, paper and crayons  

 Review what an opinion is.  Draw and write about which you like best: swimming or running.  
  

3. Adding the word “because” Materials: paper, paper and crayons  

 Draw and write about your favorite place using the word “because” to explain your thinking.  Example: I like to 
play at the park because I can smell the flowers.  
 

4. Using the word “because” Materials: paper, paper and crayons  

  Draw and write about your favorite thing to do at recess using the word “because” to explain your thinking. 
Example: I like to swing at recess because I feel like I am flying.  
 

5. Fix the sentence Materials: paper, paper and crayons  

 Parents, write this sentence on a piece of paper, including the errors, and have your child edit it. Talk about 
finger spacing, capital at the beginning, and periods.  
 
i liKchocolate iceCREam BEcauSeit is Yummy 
 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Cut out examples of capitals, punctuation and sight words you find in magazines. 
● Write out a sentence and then cut the words apart to make a sentence puzzle.  



Learning Activities for Math 
  Grade K  

Students have learned flat (2D) and solid (3D) shapes in class. The purpose of this week’s activities is 
to review these shapes and be able to talk about their attributes. (Common Core Standards: K.G.A.1, 
K.G.A.2, K.G.B.4)  

Week 1 Activities 

1. Shape Scavenger Hunt  
 (2D/Flat Shapes) 

Materials: None 
 

 Find something that turns that is a circle. 
Find something in the kitchen that is a square. 
Find four things that are rectangles. 
Find something in the shape of a heart. 
Find something in your room that is a rectangle. 

2. “Guess My Shape” game 
 (2D/Flat Shapes) Materials: Paper & pencil 

 I have three sides and three corners.  What shape am I? Draw me! (triangle) 
I have two long sides, two short sides, and four corners.  What shape am I?  Draw me! (rectangle) 
I have four equal sides and four corners.  What shape am I?  Draw me! (square) 
I have zero sides and zero corners. What shape am I?  Draw me! (circle) 
I have six sides and six corners.  What shape am I?  Draw me! (hexagon) 

3. Shape Scavenger Hunt  
 (3D/Solid Shapes) Materials: None 

 Find 2 or 3 things that are shaped like a cylinder. 
Find 2 things that are shaped like a cube. 
Find something shaped like a cone. 
Find something shaped like a sphere. 
 

4. “Guess My Shape” game 
 (3D/Solid Shapes) Materials: None 

 I have 6 faces, 12 edges, and 8 points. An example of me is a box. What shape am I? (cube) 
I have 2 faces, 2 edges, and 1 curved surface. An example of me is a soup can. What shape am I? (cylinder) 
I have 1 face, 1 edge, 1 point, and 1 curved surface. An example of me is a party hat.  What shape am I? 
(cone) 
I have 0 faces, 0 edges, and 0 points. An example of me is a ball. What shape am I? (sphere) 

   

  

What Families Can Do 
 

● Make this a fun family game time. 
● Regularly point out shapes in your environment that you see. You can even point out some of the 

shape attributes (sides, corners, faces, points, edges, curved surfaces). 
● You can review solid (2D) shapes with this song: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gepEhdI7418 
● You can review solid (3D) shapes with this song: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=2cg-Uc556-Q 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gepEhdI7418
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=2cg-Uc556-Q


Learning Activities for Science 
  Grade K  

Oregon Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) identify being able to use and share 
observations of local weather conditions to describe patterns over time and ask questions to 
obtain information about the purpose of weather forecasting as priority skills for Kindergarten. 
These activities will help your student think about what weather is and how it changes day by day. 
 

Week 1 Activities 

1. Weather Observations Materials: Paper, pencil, crayons 

 Observe the weather every day and draw a picture of what you see. Write a sentence to describe the weather 
“Today it is ___.” (sunny, cloudy, rainy, windy, foggy, snowy, etc.) 

2. Weather Graph Materials: Paper, pencil, crayons 

 Create a bar graph to represent the weather that you observe every day. At the end of the week, discuss 
which weather you observed the most/least. 

 

3. Weather Walk Materials: Walking shoes, coat 

 Go on a weather walk (6 feet apart from others) three times this week to observe changes in the weather. Try 
to go once in the morning, once in the afternoon, and once in the evening. Talk about what you observe 
about the weather on each walk. Is it windy? Is it cold? Is it cloudy? Etc. 

4. Weather Song Materials: Singing voice 

 Teach your family The Weather Song (sung to the tune of Oh My Darling Clementine). “What’s the weather? 
What’s the weather? What’s the weather like today? Is it sunny? Is it windy? Is it rainy? Is it cold? What’s the 
weather? What’s the weather? What’s the weather like today? Is it snowy? Is it cloudy? Is it stormy? Is it 
hot?” 

5. Weather Forecast Materials: TV or device to stream the news 

 Watch a weather forecast on the news. Discuss the meteorologist’s predictions for the weather this week. 
Pretend you are the meteorologist and present the weather forecast to your family. 
 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Discuss weather vocabulary throughout the week (sunny, cloudy, rainy, snowy, windy, foggy, 
meteorologist, forecast, prediction, observation) 

● If you’re unable to go outside to observe the weather, you can look out a window. 
 

 



Learning Activities for Social Studies 
  Grade K  

Oregon Social Studies standards identify being able to explain why rules reduce conflict and 
promote fairness and locate, identify, and describe places of importance to self, family, school, 
and culture as a priority skill for Kindergarten. These activities will help your student think about why 
rules and geography are important for our community. 
 

Week 1 Activities 

1. Rules Materials: Paper, pencil, art materials  

 Think about three rules that you need to follow at your house and draw a picture of each.  

2. Create a Map Materials: Paper, pencil, art materials 

 Create a map of your house or your neighborhood?  Who are all the people?  What are all the places?  How 
can you show someone how to get from one place on your map to another? 

3. Daily Schedule Materials: Paper, pencil, art materials 

 Make a daily schedule with your family. Questions to think about: When will you eat breakfast? Will you do all 
of your school work at once? Will you go outside to play? Don’t forget snack time! Add your own ideas too.  

4. A New Game Materials: Another person, Optional: paper, pencil, art materials 

 Create a new game for two or more players.  What are the rules of the game?  How can you win the game?  

5. Map of Your Bedroom Materials: Paper, pencil, art materials 

 Create a map of your bedroom. Label and color the objects you have in your room such as bed, window, 
door, closet, dresser, etc.  
Questions to think about:  
What path do you use the most in your room? 
If you could rearrange where would you put your bed? Why? 
Where is your favorite spot in your room? 
 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● 1. Discuss with your child the rules of your household and why you have them and how it benefits your 
family.  

● 2. Help your child think of all the things that are in your house or neighborhood that they could put on 
their map.  Talk to your child about why maps are important and what might happen if you don’t have a 
map. 

● 3. Discuss the importance of having a schedule with your child.  Help them to think of things that are 
important to have on their schedule.  Find a place in your home to post their schedule and see if you 
can follow the schedule. 

● 4.  Sit down and be the recorder or note taker for your child as they create a new game.  Help your 
child to think of the rules of the game.  Play the game and discuss if the game went well and what 
needs work. 

● 5. Help your child think of all the things that are in their room that they could put on their map.  Talk to 
your child about why maps are important and what might happen if you don’t have a map. 



Learning Activities for Art 
  Grade K  

 
The fundamental way in which we experience our world and express ourselves is through the arts, and arts 
education develops essential skills and abilities for successful 21st century citizens. This week we are 
sharing activities in the disciplines of Theater, Visual Arts, and Dance! 
 

Week 1 Activities 

1. Create Art Using Triangles 
 

Materials: Paper, Pencils, pens, sidewalk chalk or markers, blades 
of grass, noodles, sticks, draw a triangle in the dirt 

 Create at least 5 triangles that use the whole paper.  Make some triangles big, and some small.  Do they 
overlap? Each time they overlap, you can change the color inside of the triangle or create a pattern inside the 
triangle. If you don’t have paper, use the optional materials to create triangles. 
 
Arts Standard Addressed: VA:Cr2.3.Ka Create art that represents natural and constructed environments. 

2. Triangle Dance Materials:  

 Create a dance where your steps or your body make triangle shapes.  Show your dance to someone.  Can 
your hands make triangle shapes? Can your body move up and down like the lines of a triangle? Can you 
make a triangle with your body? 
 
Arts Standard Addressed: DA:Cr1.1.K a. Respond in movement to a variety of stimuli (for example, music/sound, text, objects, 
images, symbols, observed dance). 

3. Triangle Drama Materials:  Optional: Construction paper to make a triangle 
shaped hat or “costume decorations” 

 Imagine you are a talking triangle. How would your voice sound? Who would be your friends? Where would 
you go? Create a play where you are a triangle, maybe even talking to other shapes. 
 
Arts Standard Addressed: TH:Cr1.1.K.a. With prompting and support, invent and inhabit an imaginary elsewhere in dramatic play or a 
guided drama experience (e.g., process drama, story drama, creative drama).  

4. Respond to Art Materials:  

 Create another triangle artwork.  This time, try creating an artwork that has a triangle border design.  
Explain which one you like better. Why do you prefer that art more than the other?  The colors?  The sizes of 
the triangles?  
 
Arts Standard Addressed: VA:Re9.1.K a Explain reasons for selecting a preferred artwork. 

5. Extend your Ideas: Create another 
triangle artwork 

Materials: Use any or all of these: pencil, pen, crayons, markers, 
construction paper 

 What if you made a robot using only triangle shapes?  What would it look like?  Would it have a big head? 
Would the head be “flipped” so the smallest angle rested on the shoulders? 
 
Arts Standard Addressed: VA:Cr1.1.Ka Engage in exploration and imaginative play with materials. 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Discuss that triangles have 3 sides.  Students in kindergarten do not need to name the 
different types of triangles, but you may want to introduce this idea.  

● Look for examples of triangles at home.  
● How many triangles can be found in a square?  Color the triangles that divide the square. 
● Find objects that your child can use to create triangles and other shapes.  Yarn, noodles, 

pencils.  Encourage your child to locate these objects themselves. 



Learning Activities for Health 
 Grade K  

 
Oregon health standards require students to understand concepts related to health promotion and 
disease prevention in order to enhance their health. The following activities will remind your student 
about germs and how to wash your hands. 
 

Week 1 Activities 

1. Hand Washing  Materials:   No materials needed 

 Washing hands is very important. Practice washing your hands in the sink.  
1. Wet your hands. 
2. Apply soap. 
3. Rub your hands together for 20 seconds or the time it takes to sing 

Twinkle, 
Twinkle. Rub all parts of your hands including palms, between your 
fingers, 
backs of hands, thumbs, wrists, fingertips, and nails. 

4. Rinse your hands. 
5. Dry your hands with a disposable towel. 

Use the towel to turn off the taps and let yourself out the washroom 
door. 

2. When to Wash Materials:    No materials needed 

 Discuss with your family important times to wash your hands....before eating or preparing food, after 
using the toilet, after playing outside, after blowing your nose, after touching animals or pets and 
after handling garbage 

3. Post to Remind  Materials:   Blank paper or cards, pencils, crayons 

 Make reminders (notes or pictures on paper) of when to wash your hands and put around the house in 
different places that you’ll see throughout the day.  
 

4. Draw it!  Materials:    Blank paper, pencil, crayons. 

 Draw a picture of you washing your hands based on all the steps from day one.  Use that picture to explain all 
the steps to a family member.  
 

5. Explain  Materials:  No materials 

 Did you know that germs may enter your body if you touch your eyes, nose, or put your hands in your mouth? 
That's why it's very important to only eat after you've washed your hands and avoid touching your face with 
unwashed hands. Show the different ways germs may enter your body and explain how to protect yourself.  

 What Families Can Do 
 

●  Demonstrate to each other how to best wash hands 
●  Establish where and what kids are supposed to dry their hands on after washing 
●  Help remind each other to wash your hands before meals and snacks. 



Learning Activities for Music 
 Grade K  

 
Oregon standards identify improvising and creating as a priority musical skill in kindergarten. These 
activities will help your student explore music using their voice and body to reinforce concepts such as 
steady beat, free movement, and proper singing technique. 

Week 1 Activities 

1. Four Types of Voices Materials: none needed 

 Discuss with your student the four types of voices we can use:  speaking, singing, whispering and presenting. 
(Loud, but not yelling). 
Create a story with characters that use all four voices. 

2. Find The Steady Beat 
 

Materials: Recordings of music you have access to.  Could be 
CD’s or MP3 files, or find some music on youtube (with your 
parent’s permission and help) 

 Listen to some music that you have at home.  Listen for the steady beat, the “pulse” or “heartbeat” in the 
music.  Find a way to demonstrate or move to the steady beat.  You could pat your lap, clap, march, job or 
any ideas you have that are safe and won’t be louder than the music. 

3.  
Rhythmic Pattern Materials: none needed 

 Create a repeating rhythmic pattern using Body Percussion (snap, pat, clap, step). 

 What Families Can Do 
● Don’t know what a steady beat is? Asking your student to explain it to you in words before 

demonstrating is a great way to reinforce their learning. 
● You can practice finding a steady beat any time you listen to music! Pretend to be a drummer or dance 

with someone in your house! 
● Use the Bingo Card below to shake up your daily routine! 

 



Learning Activities for PE 
  Grade K  

 
Oregon state standards for physical education include educating and inspiring all students to participate 
in a variety of physical activities so that they find enjoyment and benefits to physical activity and lead an 
active/healthy lifestyle.  
 

Week 1 Activities 

1. Simon Says Exercise Materials: None 

 Parent and student take turns being the leader and naming different exercises for each other to do if Simon 
asks them.  Example:  Simon says to do 5 jumping jacks; Simon says to hop on one foot 3 times.  After 
several turns switch and let the other person be Simon. 
If a mistake is made the person who made the mistake must automatically do 5 jumping jacks and then can 
re-enter the game. 
 
Why:  So Students and Parents can enjoy physical activity indoors and also work on listening skills. 
 

2. I See Materials: none 

 Parent and student take turns giving directions - followed by a command “I see something RED”  
“I see you doing 5 push-ups”  
“I see you skipping to the door” 
Try to involve as much physical movement as possible in the space you use. 
Use equipment if you have it - basketballs, jump ropes, etc. 
 
Why: Listening skills, locomotor movements, and fun. 

3. Tossing Self-Practice Materials: ball or soft object 

 Find a ball or soft object to practice tossing and catching (a rolled up sock works great!). Toss up and down. 
Try to see how many times you can toss and catch the object in a row before it hits the ground. How high can 
you toss it? 
 

4. Music & Movement Materials: music player 

 Pick someone to control the music. When the music plays, move or dance. When the music stops, freeze! 
 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Have a family discussion about physical activity. Talk about the importance of daily movement 
and exercise.  

○ Some questions to guide the conversation:  
■ What do you like to do to stay active?  
■ What activities are easy or fun?  
■ What activities are challenging? 

 



Learning Activities for Speaking & Listening 
  Grade K  

 
Oregon speaking and listening standards identify asking questions, answering questions, and 
expressing ideas clearly as important. These activities will encourage your child to practice using 
complete sentences and using academic language.  
 

Week 1 Activities 

1. Health Materials: Pencil, paper, crayons/markers 

 What can you do to stay healthy?  (Brainstorm ideas of what you can do to stay healthy and draw pictures.)   

2. Sequencing Activities Materials: None 

 Think of an activity, game, or something that you know well and can teach someone else.  Describe how to 
play the game or complete the activity using sequential words (first, next, then, after that, last, finally).  Some 
ideas may be how to brush your teeth, how to make a peanut butter and jelly sandwich, or how to play 
basketball. 

3. Math Number Guessing Game Materials: Paper with 1-10 written on it 

 Your child will need to play this game with a partner.  To begin, write numbers 1-10 on a piece of paper. One 
person chooses a number between 1-10, but does not tell the other person. The other person asks questions, 
such as “Is your number greater than/less than ___?  Or Is your number between ___ and ___?”  As 
questions are asked, eliminate numbers on your number paper.  For students that are ready for a challenge, 
you may use numbers beyond 10.  

4. Favorite Toy Materials: None 

 Think about which toy is your favorite and talk about your favorite toy. Why is it your favorite toy? Give two 
reasons why you like it. Possible sentence starters (My favorite toy is ____ because ____). 
 

5. Dinner Discussion Questions  Materials:  None 

 Choose one of the following questions and take turns answering the question in complete sentences:  
● “What 5 things would you take on a deserted island?”  
● “What is the one thing you wish you had discovered?” 
● “If you could be anybody who would it be?” 
● “What does your dream room look like?”  
● “If you could go anywhere in the world where would you go?”  
● “What 5 words describe you?”  
● “What makes you happy?”  

 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Sit down together to complete each activity. 
● Encourage your child to use complete sentences when asking and answering questions. 
● Discuss why it’s important to use sequencing words and provide opportunities for your child to hear you 

use sequencing words. 



Learning Activities for Wellness & Self Care 
  Grade K  

It is important for students to maintain physical, mental and emotional well being. Students 
should engage in activities that promote these ideals.  
 

Week 1 Activities 

1. Being Grateful Materials: Optional: Draw a picture of what you are grateful for.  

 Tell someone 3 things that you are grateful for. Being grateful is the ability to recognize and acknowledge the 
good things people and places in our lives.  

2. Washing Your Hands Materials: Soap, water, towel 

 Practice washing your hands with soap and water while singing the ABC song in your best singing voice.  

3. Breathing Tool Materials: You 

 Teach someone in your family how to use your breathing tool and tell them when is a good time to use this 
tool.  

4. Dance Party Materials: Yourself and siblings/stuffed animal 

 Turn on your favorite song and have a dance party in your home. If no one can dance with you, grab a stuffed 
animal to join you! 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Participate in the activities with your child!  



	

Week 2 



Learning Activities for Reading 
  Grade K  

 
With help, Kindergarteners are expected to tell the main idea, details, and ask and answer questions 
about what they are reading.  
Kindergarteners are expected to be able to read and write words that are used frequently in print.  
 

Week 2 Activities 

1. Read the story with your child.  
After reading, ask them the following 
questions: 

● Who are the characters in the 
story? 

● What did they like to do? 

Materials:  
Story 

 

  

2. Read the story again.   
Have your child write or draw a picture 
of what they like to do for fun? 

Materials: Story, paper, pencil, crayons 

  

3. Sight Word Hunt 
Write sight words on small pieces of 
paper.  You can fold the papers, or place 
them in plastic eggs, or put them in 
envelopes.  Hide words around your 
home and have your child find them and 
read them. 

Materials: Small pieces of paper with sight words, plastic eggs or 
envelopes.  “Sight Words”: 

 

  

4. Writing task: “Rainbow Write Sight 
Words”.   
Write each “sight word” using 5 different 
colors. 

Materials:  Paper, crayons or markers 
“Sight Words”: 

 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Choose a fiction book if you have one.  Read 20 minutes (students can read to self, to 
someone else, or listen to reading).  Ask questions about what they read. Retell the 
story telling what happened at the beginning, middle and end. 

● Look for the sight words in books that you read. 
 
 



Learning Activities for Title 1 Reading 
  Grade K  

 

Oregon standards identify phonics and phonemic awareness as a priority skill in kindergarten. 
These activities will help your child read words. 
 

Week 2 Activities 

1. Practice the phonemic awareness 
skill: Identify final sound of words. 

Materials: This is a spoken activity that can be done with any 
words you choose.  

 Parents say two words with the same ending sounds. Child listens and then tells the last sound of both 
words. 

 

2. 
Finding and saying vowels. Materials: The story is on the next page. A pen, pencil, or finger.

 

 
 
Find, circle or highlight all the vowels in the story. Have your child say the vowel sounds out loud. 
 

3. Practice sounding out words from the 
text, “Ten Men”.  

Materials: The story is on the next page. Sound out these words:  

 

 Adults should point to the word, and have the child tell them all the sounds in the word without stopping 
between the sounds.  

 

4. Read the story.  Materials: The story is on the next page 

 Have students practice reading the story (multiple times). 

5. Spelling.  Materials: Words from the story “Ten Men.” 

 Say the word to your child.  Have your child repeat the word, and say the sounds in the word (holding up a 
finger for each sound). 

 What Families Can Do 
● Read texts with the child. 
● Practice last sounds in words.  Give children a word and have them tell you the last sound. 
● Practice finding vowels in texts around the house (labels, magazines, websites, books) 
● Have students sound out short words, saying the sounds in a word without stopping. 
● Practice spelling words like in activity 5 (saying the word, the sounds, and then writing the 

words. 
 



 



Learning Activities for Writing 
  Grade K  

Students will be able to write an opinion story with two supporting reasons. 
*In kindergarten, we encourage students to write the sounds they hear and not to worry about spelling 
words correctly. Example: pizza=pesu   rainbow=ranbo* 

Week 2 Activities 

1. Review Opinion Writing  Materials:  paper, pencil, crayons  

 Review what an opinion is. Illustrate and write about which you like best: pizza or spaghetti. Don’t forget to 
give one reason why. Example: I like pizza best because it is cheesy.  

2. Give Two Reasons Materials: paper, pencil, crayons  

 Illustrate and write about which you like best: P.E or computer lab. Use the word “because” and give two 
reasons why. Example: P.E is my favorite because we play fun games like hockey and soccer. It is fun!  

3. Give Two Reasons Materials: paper, pencil, crayons  

 What is the best way to eat an apple? Give two reasons why. 

 

4. Give Two Reasons Materials: paper, pencil, crayons  

 What is the coolest thing about a firefighter? Give two reasons why. 

 

5. Fix the sentence. Materials: paper, pencil, crayons  

 Parents, write this sentence on a piece of paper, including the errors, and have your child edit it. Talk about 
finger spacing, capital at the beginning, and periods.  
 
Ithink sprinGis thE beST becuz it is Rainy 
 
 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Everyone share an opinion about favorite game/movie/etc at the dinner table.  
● Practice fine motor skills by playing with play dough, stringing beads, q-tip painting.  



Learning Activities for Math 
  Grade K  

Students have started comparing two numbers. They are working on identifying which is more than, 
less than, or equal to. (Common Core Standards: K.CC.C.6 and K.CC.C.7)  
 

Week 2 Activities 

1. Greater Than, Less Than (Part 1) Materials: Two Dice, paper and pencil for keeping score 

 Using two dice, each person rolls a dice on the count of three, (1, 2, 3… go!) The person who has the greater 
number “wins” that round.  Keep a tally of points for each round.  The person who gets ten points first wins 
the game!  Option to play again.  

2. Card Game (this is similar to and can 
be played like the card game “War”) Materials:  Deck of cards 

 Using a deck of cards, divide the cards evenly into two equal piles. (after shuffling!)  Each person turns over 
their top card.  Whoever has the greater number gets to keep both cards.  If both players turn over equal 
numbers, they get to keep their own card.  The game continues until you have gone through your stack. 
Whoever has the most cards, wins! 

3. Greater Than, Less Than (Part 2) Materials: Two Dice, paper and pencil for keeping score 

 Using two dice, each person rolls a dice on the count of three, (1, 2, 3… go!) The person who has the 
smallest number “wins” that round.  Keep a tally of points for each round.  The person who gets ten points 
first, wins the game!  Option to play again.  

4. 
 
Card Game  (this is similar to and can 
be played like the card game “War”) 

Materials:  Deck of cards 

 Using a deck of cards, divide the cards evenly into two equal piles. (after shuffling!)  Each person turns over 
their top card.  Whoever has the least number gets to keep both cards.  If both players turn over equal 
numbers, they get to keep their own card.  The game continues until you have gone through your stack. 
Whoever has the most cards, wins! 

   

  

 What Families Can Do 
 

● You can review comparing numbers using this song: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xGvrG6049wE 

● When cooking or baking, have a conversation with your child about what ingredients you are 
including more of (greater than) and less of (less than). 

● Play “Uno” or “Crazy Eights” with your family. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xGvrG6049wE


Learning Activities for Science 
  Grade K  

Oregon Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) identify being able to use and share 
observations of local weather conditions to describe patterns over time and ask questions to 
obtain information about the purpose of weather forecasting as priority skills for Kindergarten. 
These activities will help your student think about what weather is and how it changes day by day. 
 

Week 2 Activities 

1. Weather & Clothing Observations Materials: Paper, pencil, crayons 

 Observe the weather every day and draw a picture of what clothes you would need. Write a sentence to 
describe your clothes for that type of weather “I need to wear __, __, and __” (coat, pants, shorts, hat, boots, 
shirt, gloves, scarf, etc.) 

2. Clothing Graph Materials: Paper, pencil, crayons 

 Create a bar graph to represent the clothing you would need for each day’s weather. At the end of the week, 
discuss which clothing you would wear the most/least. 

 

3. Weather Clothing Fashion Show Materials: Clothes for different types of weather (rainboots, 
umbrella, coat, gloves, scarf, hat, sandals, shorts, etc.) 

 Look outside and choose clothes you would need to wear for the type of weather you see. Turn on some 
music and have a fashion show! Change your clothes to show what you would need to wear for other types of 
weather (snowy, sunny, rainy, etc.). When the fashion show is finished, put your clothes away where you 
found them. 

4. Favorite Weather Materials: Paper, pencil, crayons 

 Write or tell someone about your favorite type of weather and draw a picture to match. “My favorite weather is 
___ because ___.” 

5. Weather Temperature Forecast Materials: TV or device to stream the news 

 Watch a weather forecast on the news. Discuss the meteorologist’s predictions for the temperature this week 
and determine if it will be cold, cool, warm, or hot each day. Pretend you are the meteorologist and explain 
what clothes you would wear each day. 
 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Discuss weather vocabulary throughout the week (sunny, cloudy, rainy, snowy, windy, foggy, 
meteorologist, forecast, prediction, observation) 

● If you’re unable to go outside to observe the weather, you can look out a window. 
 



Learning Activities for Social Studies 
  Grade K  

 
Oregon Social Studies standards state that being able to identify forms of US money and explain 
how money is used as a priority skill for Kindergarten. It also notes that being able to use and 
identify respectful dialogue and being able to use terms related to location, direction, and 
distance is important. Finally, students should be able to explain why rules reduce conflict and 
promote fairness as well as explain how people can care for our environment. These activities will 
help your student think about why rules are important for our community to be.  
 

Week 2 Activities 

1. Re--use and Recycle  
What can you build with materials you can find inside your 
house?  What story will you tell? 

Materials: Paper and pencil and found 
materials around your house 

2. 

Map of your Living Room 
Draw and label a map of your living room just like you did of 
your room. 
Questions to think about: 
What paths do you use in your living room? Where does 
your parent(s) sit? If you were to hide treasure where would 
you put it? Why? 

Materials: Paper and pencil and found 
materials around your house 

 

3. Restaurant  
Play restaurant with your family.  What kinds of food will you 
make? What is on your menu? How much will each item 
cost? Who is coming to your restaurant? 

Materials: Finger foods, make your own paper 
money or other materials that can be used as 
money.  

4. Puppet Show  
Can you find a sock that doesn’t have a mate or a paper bag 
that isn’t being used? How can you turn it into a puppet? 
Who will this puppet become? What emotions will be on your 
puppet’s face? 

Materials: Sock or paper bag.  Buttons, 
stickers, glue and paper, crayons, markers, 
and any other creative materials.  

5. Citizenship 
Think about how you can be a good citizen. How can you 
help people at home? What can you do to take turns in 
school?  How can you show respect for people in the 
community? Make a poster or draw a picture that shows 
ways to be a good citizen at home, in school, or in the 
community.  

Materials: Paper and pencil and found 
materials around your house 
 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Talk with your student about the price of foods that you cook, about how some things cost more 
and some things cost less. Share with them how you decide what to buy when you go to the 
store.  

● Help your child think of all the things that are in your living room that they could put on their 
map.  Talk to your child about why maps are important and what might happen if you don’t have 
a map. 

● Create a list of rules for your home now that everyone is home together. Brainstorm a list of 
chores that need to be done in your home and assign them to family members. Talk about how 
these jobs make your home a stronger community.  



Learning Activities for Art 
  Grade K  

Weather and Clouds 
The fundamental way in which we experience our world and express ourselves is through the arts, and arts 
education develops essential skills and abilities for successful 21st-century citizens.  
This week we are providing activities in the disciplines of Visual Arts, Dance, and Theatre! 
 

Week 2 Activities 

1. Visual Art: What is your favorite 
weather? 

Materials: Pencil, crayons, colored pencil, paper.  
If available, colored pastels could also be used 

 Draw a picture about your favorite type of weather.  Show yourself doing what you enjoy.  
 
Arts Standard Addressed: VA:Cn10.1.Ka Create art that tells a story about a life experience. 

2. Weather Dance Materials: None 

 How would your body move with a gentle breeze? A strong wind? A hurricane?  Would your body be on its tiptoes for a 
sunny day? Practice moving your body high, medium and low and with different speeds to show different weather.  
 
Arts Standard Addressed: DA:Cr1.1.K a. Respond in movement to a variety of stimuli (for example, music/sound, text, objects, 
images, symbols, observed dance). 

3. Weather Play Materials: None 

 Act out what you would do during different types of weather.  A sunny day, a stormy day, a windy day.  What are you 
saying? Who are you with? What are you doing? 
 
Arts Standard Addressed: TH:Cr1.1.K.a. With prompting and support, invent and inhabit an imaginary elsewhere in dramatic play or a 
guided drama experience (e.g., process drama, story drama, creative drama).  

4. Cloud art Materials: Pencils, pens, markers, colored pencils 

 What is the weather like today? Draw the clouds. Notice about what the clouds are like today.  Are the clouds 
puffy? Light? Dark? Which picture do you like best? Why? 
 
Arts Standard Addressed: VA:Re9.1.K.a Explain reasons for selecting a preferred artwork. 

5. Extension Activity:  
Draw or Paint a Sun - Geometric 
Shapes 

Materials: Pencil, pens, colored pencil, markers, paints 

 Design a sun with patterns and shapes. Make your sun large enough so that its rays touch the edges of the 
paper. Use triangles to make the rays. What other shapes could fill up the inside your sun? Color those 
shapes. 
 
Arts Standard Addressed: VA:Cr2.3.Ka Create art that represents natural and constructed environments. 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Observe the types of clouds you see outside.  Study types of clouds.  Keep a weather journal 
and track how many sunny, rainy, and partly sunny days there are over the course of the 
week. 



Learning Activities for Health 
  Grade K  

Oregon health standards require students to understand concepts related to health promotion and 
disease prevention in order to enhance their health. The following activities will remind your student 
about germs and how to brush your teeth and keep your mouth clean. 
 

Week 2 Activities 

1. Brush your teeth Materials:  Toothbrush and toothpaste 

 Keeping your mouth clean is important to be healthy.  Start today by brushing your teeth for 2 minutes.  Brush 
slowly and gently.  Make sure you brush all your teeth and your tongue.  Brush after each time you eat a 
meal!   It's very important you brush before you go to bed! 

2. Floss Materials:  Dental Floss or flosser 

 Your gums are important to keep your teeth healthy.  Food and plaque like to hide in the spaces between 
teeth where your toothbrush cannot reach. Floss is used to get in between your teeth. Floss once a day to 
help get tarter and food from between your teeth.  Go practice with your family so they can show you how.  

3. When to Brush Materials:   No materials needed 

 Don't eat candy or sugar right before bed.  Getting your teeth clean is harder when you've been eating candy 
or sugar right before bed.  Discuss with family good times to brush teeth each day.  
 

4. Sing a Song Materials:   No materials needed 

 “Brush, Brush, Brush Your Teeth” (Sing to the tune of “Row, Row Your Boat”)  
Brush, brush, brush your teeth, 
After every meal. 
Whiter, brighter, stronger teeth, 
Oh, how clean they feel! 

Children may enjoy composing their own tooth-brushing songs to perform. Encourage creativity! 

5. Keep Track Materials:   Blank piece of paper, crayons, and pencil. 

 Make a chart at home and check off each time you brush your teeth and floss your teeth.  
 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Brush teeth together as a family to help kids be accountable on the time it takes (so they don’t 
rush) 

● Make sure kids have clean designated space for tooth brushing supplies 
● Help remind each other to brush before bed.  

 



Learning Activities for Music 
  Grade K  

 
Oregon standards identify listening and analyzing as a priority skill in kindergarten. These activities 
will help your student practice identifying high and low sounds, as well as explore their vocal range 
using age-appropriate warm-ups. 
 

Week 2 Activities 

1. Vocal Exploration Materials: none needed 

 Imagine your arms are a roller coaster! Move your voice higher and lower. 
Try it fast and slow! Create a list of fun animal noises. Which ones sound high? Low? 
 

2. Identify and classify sounds. 
 

Materials: Piece of paper and a pencil or pen 
   Examples 

1. Bird - high sound, medium volume (loudness) and short 
duration 

2. Lawnmower - low sound, loud volume, long duration 
3. Clock - medium sound, soft volume, short duration  

 Learn to recognize sounds around you and elements of the sounds.  You can do this inside or outside.  Take 
about 10 minutes and listen to all of the sounds around you.  Write down what you think is making the sound, 
and then decide if it is a high, low or medium sound.  Is it loud, soft or medium?  Is it a long or short sound? 
Does it have a steady beat or not? 

3. Same or Different? Materials: Three different songs. You may choose to use CDs, 
YouTube videos, songs from class, or anything else you have. 

  
Listen to each song. What did you notice? Did the songs use the same instruments? 
Did they sound the same or different? Were they loud or soft? Fast or slow? 
 

 What Families Can Do 
 

 
● Listening to music together can be a great way to connect with people in your house. Take turns 

choosing songs to share with one another. 
● Try listening to many different types of music. It’s okay to not like something! 
● Be descriptive when talking about music or other sounds you hear 



Learning Activities for PE 
  Grade K  

Oregon state standards for physical education include exhibiting responsible personal and social 
behavior and demonstrating competence in a variety of motor skills and movement patterns.  
 

Week 2 Activities 

1. Rock-Paper-Scissors Tug- O - War Materials:  None 

 Stand toe to toe with your partners ( you must have a designated ending spot several feet behind you, so you 
know when to stop)  Start to play rock-paper-scissors. The winner always takes one step backwards and the 
person who did not win always takes one step forward.  The object is for one of the participants to 
successfully make it to the ending spot. 
 
Why: Students can participate in fun activities indoors while practicing listening skills and improving 
their health.  
  

2. Balloon Fun Materials: balloons 

 Keep a balloon afloat by using your hands, feet, knees, elbows, forehead.  Count the number of hits you can 
do before the balloon touches the ground! Try it with a partner or parent! 
 
Why: Hand/eye coordination and fun. 

3. Partner Tossing Practice Materials: ball or soft object 

 Find a partner and object to toss. Practice tossing and catching with a partner. Make sure you step forward 
with the opposite foot when you toss. How many times can you toss it in a row? 

4. Stretch Routine Materials: none 

 Stretching builds muscle flexibility. Try holding these stretches for 10-30 seconds each: 
● Hamstring- With straight legs, try to touch your toes. It can be done sitting or standing. 
● Straddle- Sit down with feet spread out. Reach between your feet until you feel a stretch. 
● Figure Four- Sit down with one leg out and the other bent. Reach out towards your toe. Switch sides. 
● Butterfly- Sit with feet together and knees like a butterfly’s wings. Try to touch your nose to your toes. 
● Deltoid- Hold your arm across your body to stretch the muscles in your shoulder. Switch sides. 
● Quadricep- Stand on one foot, and hold your other foot in your hand. Pull back gently. Switch sides. 

 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Play together! Children learn a lot through play. Join your student in playing with toys or follow their 
imagination in a “make believe” game. 



Learning Activities for Speaking & Listening 
  Grade K  

 
Oregon speaking and listening standards identify participating in group conversations, follow 
agreed upon rules for discussion and continue a conversation through multiple exchanges. 
These activities will help your student hold a conversation through asking and answering questions.  
 

Week 2 Activities 

1. Comparing Body Features Materials: None 

 Compare your body with someone else in your household.  You can compare height, hair, eyes, 
skin color, etc. (Example:  My mom has brown eyes and I have blue eyes.) 

2. Sequencing a Story Materials: Optional: Any picture book 

 Read a book and sequence the story (beginning, middle, end/first, then, last).  If you do not have a 
book, another person can tell a story and the student may sequence the story. 

3. Guess the Shape Game Materials: Optional: Picture of all the shapes for the 
students to look at 

 Guess the Shape Game (This activity requires two people. Please review the vocabulary words 
(sides, corners, straight, curvy, edges, faces). One person picks a 2D or 3D shape and describes 
the shape, such as “My shape has 3 straight sides and 3 corners. What is my shape?” The other 
person guesses the shape. 
2D Shapes: Square, Circle, Rectangle, Triangle, Hexagon 
3D Shapes: Cylinder, Cube, Cone, Sphere 

4. Family Interviews 
 

Materials: pencil, paper, coloring tools (markers, 
crayons, colored pencils) 

 Have your child interview a family member at home. After they interviewed that person, have them 
share what they learned. They can draw pictures or write a story about that person, which includes 
all the information they have learned. Some questions they can ask:  

a. What is your favorite food/color/animal? 
b. What was your favorite subject in school? 
c. What is your favorite activity? 
d. What do you like to do with your friends? 
e. Which holiday/family tradition do you like best? 
f. Did you have any pets? If so, what animal(s) were they? 
g. Where do you want to travel? 

 
 What Families Can Do 

 
● Sit down together to complete each activity. 
● Encourage your child to use complete sentences when asking and answering questions. 
● Read a book or tell a story to your child, so that he/she can retell the story through sequencing. 
● Participate in a family interview by allowing your child to ask you questions.  You may need to 

help your child brainstorm different questions first.  
 
 



Learning Activities for Wellness & Self Care 
  Grade K  

 

It is important for students to maintain physical, mental and emotional well being. Students 
should engage in activities that promote these ideals.  
 
 

Week 2 Activities 

1. Emotions Charades Materials: You and family members.  

 Play emotions charades with your family. Can your family guess the feeling on your face? (Ex: happy, sad, 
surprised, angry, bored, scared, etc.) 

2. Drink Water Materials: Water. 

 Drink a large glass of water right when you wake up. (Water increases your mental and physical performance 
throughout the day. If you are dehydrated, it can lead to a headache.) 

3. Quiet/Safe Place Materials: You. 

 Cross your arms against your chest and practice using your quiet/safe place tool. (Ex: are you at the beach? 
Are you up in the clouds? What do you hear? What do you smell?) 

4. Make a Fort Materials: Blanket, chairs, and pillows. 

 Make a fort in your family room and imagine you are with your friends :) 

  

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Participate in the activities with your child!  



	

Week 3 



 Learning Activities for Reading 
 Grade K  

 
With help, Kindergarteners are expected to tell the main idea, details, and ask and answer questions 
about what they are reading.  
Kindergarteners are expected to be able to read and write words that are used frequently in print.  
 

Week 3 Activities 

1. Read the story to your child.  
After reading, ask them the following 
questions: 

● What was the “Main Idea” (what 
it is mainly about)? 

● What happens in the Spring? 
● Have your child think of 

questions to ask about Spring. 

Materials: Story  
                 Spring by Emily C. Dawson 
 
Spring is new. In Spring new things grow. 
Snow melts.  Flowers poke up. In Spring tree buds grow. 
Buds grow into blossoms. In Spring robins make nests.  
They weave grass and twigs. Mama robin lays eggs. In Spring 
spiderlings hatch. They spin a silk thread. They swing to a new 
home. In Spring lambs are born. Mama sheep feed them milk. 
In Spring days get longer. The sun sets later. In Spring it is muddy. 
Jen walks to school.  She wears boots.  In Spring it is windy.  
She flies a kite.  What do you do in Spring? 
 

2. Read the story again.  
Have your child write or draw a picture 
of what they do in the Spring.  

Materials: Story, paper, pencil, crayons 

  

3. Sight Word Toss 
Write “sight words” on cards or paper. 
Put them out on the floor.  Toss a bean 
bag or small stuffed animal onto a word 
card.  Read the word.  Use the word in a 
sentence. 

Materials:  Papers with sight words, stuffed animal or bean bag 
“Sight Words”: 

 

  

4. Writing task: “Rainbow Write Sight 
Words”.   
Write each “sight word” using 5 different 
colors. 

Materials: Paper, crayons or markers 
“Sight Words”:   

 

   

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Choose a non-fiction book if you have one.  Read 20 minutes (students can read to self, 
to someone else, or listen to reading).  Ask questions about what they read. What was 
the main idea?  What was the book about?  What were the important details?  

● Look for the sight words in books that you read 
 
 
  



 
Story in English: 

. 



Learning Activities for Title 1 Reading 
  Grade K  

 

Oregon standards identify phonics and phonemic awareness as a priority skill in kindergarten. 
These activities will help your child read words. 
 

Week 3 Activities 

1. Practice the phonemic awareness 
skill: Identify middle sound. 
 

Materials: This is a spoken activity that can be done with any 
words you choose.  
 

 Parent says a word. Student repeats the word, saying the middle sound loudly. 

 

2. Finding and saying vowels. Materials: The story is on the next page. A pen, pencil, or finger.

 

 Find, circle or highlight all the vowels in the story. Have your child say the vowel sounds out loud. 

3. Practice sounding out words from the 
text, “Vic in the van”.  

Materials: The story is on the next page. Sound out these words:  

 

 Parents should point to the word, and have the child tell them all the sounds in the word without stopping 
between the sounds.  

 

4. Read the story.  Materials: The story is on the next page. 

 Have students practice reading the story (multiple times). 

5. Spelling.  Materials: Words from the story “Vic in the van.” 

 Say the word to your child.  Have your child repeat the word, and say the sounds in the word (holding up a 
finger for each sound). 

 What Families Can Do 
- Read texts with the child. 
- Practice middle sounds in words.  Give children a word and have them tell you the middle sound. 
- Practice finding vowels in texts around the house (labels, magazines, websites, books) 
- Have students sound out short words, saying the sounds in a word without stopping. 
- Practice spelling words like in activity 5 (saying the word, the sounds, and then writing the words. 
 



 



Learning Activities for Writing 
  Grade K  

 
Students will be able to write an opinion story with two supporting reasons and start with an opinion 
sentence starter.  *In kindergarten, we encourage students to write the sounds they hear and not to 
worry about spelling words correctly. Example: pizza=pesu   rainbow=ranbo* 
 

Week 3 Activities 

1. Opinion Starters Materials: paper, pencil, crayons 
 

 Opinion writing needs to start with an opening sentence. For example: In my opinion______________ 
What is the best gift to get? 

 
 

2. Opinion starters Materials: paper, pencil, crayons 

 Opinion writing needs to start with an opening sentence. For example: I believe _______ 
What is your favorite dessert treat? 

 

3. Opinion starters Materials: paper, pencil, crayons 

 Opinion writing needs to start with an opening sentence. For example I think ___________________ 
What is the best way to add color to a picture? 

 

4. Opinion starters Materials: paper, pencil, crayons 

 Opinion writing needs to start with an opening sentence. For example, I feel _________ 
What is the worst food to eat with your fingers? 

 

5. Fix the sentence Materials: paper, pencil, crayons 

 Parents, write this sentence on a piece of paper, including the errors, and have your child edit it. Talk about 
finger spacing, capital at the beginning, and periods.  
 
inmy opiNION i thiNK RED isthe besTcolor beCauSE it is the coLOR of APPLES 
 

 What Families Can Do 
● Everyone share an opinion about a favorite food/holiday/story/etc at the dinner table. 
● Practice fine motor skills by playing with play dough, stringing beads, q-tip painting.  



Learning Activities for Math 
  Grade K  

By the end of the school year, students are expected to be able to count to 100 by both tens and ones. 
Students also need to be able to count forward from a given number. The following activities are 
designed to help students practice these skills. (Common Core Standards: K.CC.A.1 and K.CC.A.2)  
 

Week 3 Activities 

1. How high can you count by ones? Materials: None 

 Choose someone in your family and show them how high you can count without any help or skipping any 
numbers.  You can stop when you get to 100, OR keep going!  If your child cannot make it to 100 
independently, practice this together three times. 

2. How high can you count by tens? Materials: None 

 Choose someone in your family and show them how high you can count by tens.  You can stop when you get 
to 100, OR keep going!  If your child cannot skip count to 100 independently, practice together three times. 

3. Count by the ages Materials: Family members 

 Ask each of your family members how old they are, and “count on” starting with their age. Count all the way 
up to 100! 

4. Counting Scavenger Hunt Materials: Various objects around the house or outside 

 Find and count seven objects that are red. 
Find twelve small crackers or pieces of cereal.  Count them out and eat them. (please adjust as needed) 
With adult permission, find and count twenty things in nature.  Put them into two groups of ten.  Ideas include 
dandelions, sticks, blades of grass, leaves, etc.  
Count how many stuffed animals you have (or another type of toy). 
Find a set of stairs, walk up the stairs and count how many.  Go down the same set of stairs and re-count 
them to check your answer. 

5. Game Time! Materials: A board game that involves counting.  Examples 
include:  Chutes & Ladders, Trouble, Sorry, Candyland, etc. 

 Play a fun game with your family, to practice your counting skills! 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Jack Hartmann count to 100 video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1dkPouLWCyc 
● Any board game of your choice that includes counting. 
● Any time your child is washing their hands, have them count out loud to twenty. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1dkPouLWCyc


Learning Activities for Science 
  Grade K  

Oregon Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) identify being able to ask questions to obtain 
information about the purpose of weather forecasting and respond to severe weather as priority 
skills for Kindergarten. These activities will help your student think about what severe weather is and 
what types we might experience in Portland and around the world. 
 

Week 3 Activities 

1. Severe Weather Book Materials: Paper, pencil, crayons 

 Make a book about severe weather. On each page, draw a picture of a different type of severe weather 
(hailstorm, thunderstorm, tornado, blizzard, hurricane, etc.) and write a sentence to tell what you see “I see 
___.” 

2. Severe Weather Interview Materials: Pretend microphone (hairbrush, empty toilet paper roll, 
pencil, etc.) 

 Pretend you are a news reporter. Interview someone in your family about severe weather. Ask, “Have you 
seen a ___?” (hailstorm, thunderstorm, tornado, blizzard, hurricane, etc.). Then ask, “What do you need in a 
___?” (umbrella, shelter, boots, flashlight, food, water, blanket, shovel, coat, hat, gloves, etc.). 

 

3. Severe Weather Search Materials: TV or device to stream the news, paper, pencil, crayons 

 Watch a weather forecast from somewhere in the world and listen for any type of severe weather that is 
happening. Draw a picture of what you see and include things that you would need to protect yourself in that 
type of severe weather. 
 

4. Hailstorm Experiment Materials: Paper, pencil, crayons, ice cube 

 Give your child a piece of ice to simulate hail. Have them describe what they observe and make a list of 
observations. Write or draw about a hailstorm that you have seen in real life. 
 

5. Hurricane Experiment Materials: Large bowl, water, spoon, food coloring 

 Fill a large bowl halfway with water. Start to stir the water around in a circular motion with a spoon. Then add 
a drop of food coloring into the center and watch as the swirling water carries the food color with it, fanning it 
out into a larger and large hurricane. 
 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Discuss severe weather vocabulary throughout the week (hailstorm, thunderstorm, blizzard, 
tornado, hurricane, etc.) 

● Watch national weather throughout the week and observe if any places in the world are 
currently experiencing severe weather. 
 



Learning Activities for Social Studies 
  Grade K  

Oregon Social Studies standards identify being able to describe roles of community helpers as well 
as make connections (similarities and differences) between self and others. as a priority skill for 
Kindergarten. Kindergarten also focuses on using direction terms as a priority. Another standard is to 
be able to take turns and promote fairness. These activities will help your student think about their 
current role in their community and how they interact with others.  
 

Week 3 Activities 

1. Community Helper 
Identify a community helper. Write and 
draw about how this person makes our 
community a better place.  

Materials: Paper and pencil and found materials around your 
house 
 

2. 
Dream Big  
What kind of job could you have when 
you grow up? Write and draw about 
what you would like to be.  

Materials: Paper and pencil and found materials around your 
house 
 

3. Game Night  
Play a board or card game with your 
family. Make sure everyone knows the 
rules!  

Materials: Board game, cards or other family games 

4. Following Directions  
Play “Simon Says” with a partner. Can 
you use direction words like over/under, 
here/there, left/right, above/below, 
forward/backward, between?  

Materials: 1-2 people 

5. Same and Different  
Pick one person in your family. Identify 
three things that are the same about 
you and three things that are different. 
Write or draw about these similarities 
and differences.  

Materials: 1-2 people 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Talk with students about jobs that members of your family have, parents aunts, 
uncles, etc. How do they help the community? What is a way that your student 
wants to help the community?  

● Discuss the reasons why it is important to follow rules of a game.  Are there other 
rules that are important to follow?  Ask your child, if you could make some rules, 
what would they be and why? These questions help to make connections about 
why it is important to have rules.  It is also fun to hear their ideas for rules.  

● Help your child identify things that are the same and are different.  Help them 
think about how these things are the same or different by using words that 
describe. (Example: The tree is different because the leaves are bigger than the 
other tree.)  



Learning Activities for Art 
  Grade K  

Bugs and Birds 
The fundamental way in which we experience our world and express ourselves is through the arts, and arts 
education develops essential skills and abilities for successful 21st century citizens.  
This week we are providing activities in the disciplines of Visual Arts, Dance, and Theatre! 
 

Week 3 Activities 

1. Create your own insect! 
 
 
 
  

Materials: Use any of these items: pencil, pen, marker, 
construction paper, paint.  An option is to use construction paper, 
or colored paper from magazines to complete this work.  Have 
your student create the insect by using only torn paper.  They can 
glue the paper shapes down on a colored paper of their choice.  

 What are the parts of a bug? What patterns and shapes do you notice? Stripes? Dots? Skinny? Round? 
Draw the bug large enough to fill the paper.  Add patterns and shapes to add interest to your bug.  Using 
pencil: Color in with the pencil and use an eraser to remove some of the pencil marks to create blurry areas. 
Fill in areas with dark and light pencil marks for contrast. 
 
Arts Standard Addressed: VA:Cr2.3.Ka Create art that represents natural and constructed environments. 

2. Bug/Dance 
 

Materials: Optional: create a bug costume or hat out of paper.  It 
can be as simple as a headband with antennas attached. 
Antennas could be made out simply out of paper.  

 How does a bug move? Does it flutter? Crawl? Jump? Create a dance that shows your bug in action. Dance 
your dance for someone at home. 
 
Arts Standard Addressed: DA:Cr1.1.K a. Respond in movement to a variety of stimuli (for example, music/sound, text, objects, 
images, symbols, observed dance).   Content Standard 6: Dance for others 

3. Bug Dramas: Ideas for a play Materials: None 

 What would it be like to be as small as a bug? What would you say to someone who would want to squish 
you?  Why are you important?  What would you do if a bird tried to eat you? 
 
Arts Standard Addressed: TH:Cr1.1.K.a. With prompting and support, invent and inhabit an imaginary elsewhere in dramatic play or a 
guided drama experience (e.g., process drama, story drama, creative drama).  

4. Respond to Art: Bug art  
 

Materials: See Day 1. 
 

 Create another bug artwork. Do the same bug, but change the colors or patterns, or do a different bug. This 
time, even make a border design around the edges of the paper.  Which do you like better?  Why? 
 
Arts Standard Addressed: VA:Re9.1.K a Explain reasons for selecting a preferred artwork.  

5. Extend your ideas: Bird art Materials: See Day 1 

 Take the ideas above to create art about birds.  Does your art have one bird or more than one? What 
patterns and colors did you use to create your bird?  What kind of beak does it have? Thin, thick?  What sort 
of insects does your bird eat?  What type of nest does it build? 
 
Arts Standard Addressed: VA:Cr2.3.Ka Create art that represents natural and constructed environments. 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Discuss the role of insects and birds.  Observe insects and birds outside.  Count how many 
you see.  What are they doing?  Why? 



Learning Activities for Health 
  Grade K  

 
Oregon health standards require students to understand concepts related to health promotion and 
disease prevention in order to enhance their health. The following activities will remind your student 
about using safety skills to keep themself safe. They will have tools to feel safe inside and outside of 
their homes. 
 

Week 3 Activities 

1. Phone Number Materials: Markers, paper, tape, pencil (Optional: Phone) 

 Practice writing down your phone number with your child and verbally practice the phone number with them 
multiple times. Optional: Have your child practice dialing the number on a phone. 
Explain to your child that the area codes (503) or (971) are used in the state of Oregon.  
 

2. Learning family address 
 

Materials: Index cards or paper, pencil.  
  

 Students can begin to learn their address.  Discuss reasons why it's safe to know your address. 
Write down your address for your child and have them copy it down for writing practice and read it back to 
you.  
 

3. Safety at Home Materials: Paper and pencil 

 Discuss ways to be safe at home.  
1.  Not opening the door to strangers. 
2.  Not touching appliances/ Household cleaners. 
3. What to do if there is an emergency.  
Have kids draw a picture of them and their family being safe. 
 

4. Neighborhood Walk Materials: No materials, but adult supervision required.  

 If the family chooses to go outside-  
1. Discuss ways to be safe and maintain distance from others.  
2. Discuss places to go for walks in backyards or open spaces. 
3. Discuss not touching things on the ground.  
4. Wash hands after walk is completed  
*This outside activity should only be done with an adult. 
 

 What Families Can Do 
● Practice dialing your phone number on a real phone 
● Write address on a paper 
● Draw a picture of where you live. 
● Who should you contact in an emergency? 



Learning Activities for Music 
  Grade K  

 
Oregon standards identify responding to music as a priority skill in kindergarten. Talking with your 
student about how and why musicians make choices will help them develop their creativity, as well as 
critical thinking skills. 
 

Week 3 Activities 

1. 
Make your own kitchen band! 

Materials: wooden spoon, kitchen pot/pan 
If these materials are not available, you can use your body by 
clapping, marching, snapping, etc 

 Play a steady beat. Try it fast, slow, and medium! Can you make the beat loud? Soft?  
Explain which sounds you like the best. 
 

2. Echo rhythms with a friend 
Don’t forget your steady beat! 

Materials: Partner - brother, sister, parent or other member of 
your household.  Imagination. 
  

 Take turns creating short rhythm patterns for each other.  
Examples  

1. I Like Ice Cream (ti ti  ti ti) 
2. Ball   Ball   Basket ball  (ta  ta  ti ti  ta) 
3. Running down the hall  (ti ti ti ti  ta, rest) 

Discuss with your partner - which one did you like speaking? Why? 
 

3. 

Guess Who? 

Materials: This game should be played with three or more 
people. If there are only two players, you can make a list of 
characters to act out.  
Example: grandma’s voice, teacher voice, baby voice,silly 
voice 

  
Directions:  One person closes their eyes.  Another speaks the rhyme so the first person can guess who it is. 
                   Rhyme:  “Engine, Engine number nine 
                                  Going down Chicago Line 
                                  See it sparkle, see it shine 
                                  Engine, Engine number nine” 

   

 What Families Can Do 
 

● You can make your own own instruments for your kitchen band! 
● Clean soup or other cans with no sharp edges can be filled with rice or beans. 
● Rubber bands around a tissue box is a great pretend guitar! 



Learning Activities for PE 
  Grade K  

 
Oregon state standards for physical education include practicing motor skills and movement patterns 
and applying these skills and knowledge to maintain an active lifestyle outside of the physical education 
class. 
 

Week 3 Activities 

1. Dance Party Materials: T.V., Radio, Phone or Computer 

 Turn on your favorite music and dance until you can’t dance anymore!  This activity can be lots of fun when 
adults and students choose their favorite music. It can also be fun to make a dance routine to your favorite 
music and then teach or show your family. 
 
Why:  For fun and great exercise.  Dancing can raise your heartrate just like playing sports can! 
 

2.  
  Exercise Cards Materials: Playing Cards or dice 

 Place the cards face down away from you.  Run or quick walk to the cards & turn one over.  Whatever 
number you get on the card, you do that amount of the chosen exercise. Can also use Dice! 
 
Why: Fun way to do jumping jacks, situps, or pushups. 
 

3. Animal Adventure Dice Materials: scissors, glue or tape 

 Cut out the two dice below. Fold at the lines, and shape into a cube. Attach the sides to the flaps using glue 
or tape. Once the dice are prepared, play by rolling both dice. Move like the animal for the amount of time 
rolled. Keep rolling and playing, taking turns rolling the dice each round.  
 

4. Obstacle Course Materials: household items (pillows, chairs, cardboard, etc.) 

 Work with a partner to create an obstacle course using whatever you can find around your home. Include 
obstacles that you have to move in, around, over, and under to practice moving in different ways. See how 
quickly you can get through the obstacle course! 
 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Spend some time outside as a family. Go on a walk and try out different locomotor patterns. Mix it up by 
galloping, skipping, hopping, or sliding down different street blocks. Notice how your heart rate and 
breathing change with different movement. Talk about why this happens.  



  



 



Learning Activities for Speaking & Listening 
  Grade K  

 
Oregon speaking and listening standards identify participating in conversations about kindergarten 
topics and texts as important. These activities will continue to develop your child’s expression of ideas 
and practice taking turns speaking about topics. 
 

Week 3 Activities 

1. Healthy vs. Unhealthy Foods Materials: Paper, writing utensil to record foods 

 Make a list of healthy and unhealthy foods.  Encourage your child to use complete sentences.  (e.g. ____ is 
healthy.  ____ is unhealthy.)  When you make the list, the student may either write words and draw pictures 
of the foods.  

2. Researching an Animal Materials: Books, videos, pencil, paper 

 Have your child think of an animal they’re interested in learning. Research about the topic using books, 
videos, articles, etc. Write sentences/draw pictures about what they have learned. Encourage your child to 
sound out the words. Afterward, ask your child about what they wrote/drew. (I wrote __. I drew ___.)  

3. Comparing Objects Materials: None 

 Compare 2 objects at home using height, weight, and length as an attribute. Possible sentence starters: (__ 
is taller/shorter than ___), (___ is heavier/lighter than ___), and (___ is longer/shorter than ____). You could 
also describe how objects are similar/different using its color, size, weight, etc.  
Examples of comparative words are: taller, shorter, heavier, lighter, softer, harder, bigger, smaller 

4. Listing Game Materials: None 

 With somebody else, take turns listing something in a category. Go back and forth, and whoever can think of 
more words wins! Encourage your child to use complete sentences. (e.g. ___ is a 2D shape/3D shape, ___ is 
a color, ___ are zoo animals/ocean animals, ___ is a rhyming word) 
Examples of categories: 2D/3D shapes, colors, zoo animals, ocean animals, rhyming words (cat, bat, hat, 
mat, sat, etc). 
 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Sit down together to complete each activity. 
● Encourage your child to ask and answer questions using complete sentences. 
● Help your child choose an animal to research and find resources (books, videos) 
● Help your child create lists (healthy/unhealthy foods).  Encourage your child to write the 

sounds he/she hears in words. 



Learning Activities for Wellness & Self Care 
  Grade K  

 
It is important for students to maintain physical, mental and emotional well being. Students 
should engage in activities that promote these ideals.  
 

Week 3 Activities 

1. Smile in the Mirror Materials: You and a mirror.  

 Smile in the mirror for 10 seconds. Then smile at family members and tell them to have the best day ever. 
(Smiling relaxes the body and helps reduce stress.) 

2. Listen to the Sounds Around You Materials: Your listening ears.  

 Sit still for as long as you can and take in all the sounds you hear. Then go tell someone who lives with you 
all the sounds you heard.  

3. 5 Finger Breathing Materials: Your 2 hands.  

 Practice 5 finger breathing. Trace your fingers slowly, inhale on the way up and exhale on the way down. At 
the end you should feel calm and happy.  

4. Scavenger Hunt Materials: You and a trusted adult/older sibling. 

 Go for a scavenger hunt outside (with an adult or older sibling). Can you find a flower? Can you find a stick in 
the shape of a Y? Can you find a water droplet? Can you spot a bird or a squirrel? 

   

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Participate in the activities with your child!  



	

Week 4 



Learning Activities for Reading 
  Grade K  

 
With help, Kindergarteners are expected to tell the main idea, details, and ask and answer questions 
about what they are reading.  
Kindergarteners are expected to be able to read and write words that are used frequently in print.  
 

Week 4 Activities 

1. Read the story with your child.  
After reading, ask them the following 
questions: 

● Who are the characters in the 
story? 

● What happened in the beginning, 
middle and end of the story? 

Materials: Story 

 
  

2. Read the story again.  Materials: Story, paper, pencil, crayons 

 Write or draw a picture of a time that you did not give up. 

3. Sight Word Memory 
Write “sight words” on cards, with 2 
cards for each word.  Mix up the cards. 
Lay them in rows, face down.  Turn over 
2 cards and read them.  If the two cards 
match, keep them.  If they do not match, 
turn them back over. 

Materials: Papers with sight words on them. 
“Sight Words”:  

 

4. Writing task: 
“Rainbow Write Sight Words”.   
Write each “sight word” using 5 different 
colors. 

Materials: Paper, crayons or markers 
“Sight Words”:  

 

   

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Choose a fiction book if you have one.  Read 20 minutes (students can read to self, to 
someone else, or listen to reading).  Ask questions about what they read. Retell the 
story telling what happened at the beginning, middle and end. 

● Look for the sight words in books that you read. 
 
 

 



Learning Activities for Title 1 Reading 
  Grade K  

 

Oregon standards identify phonics and phonemic awareness as a priority skill in kindergarten. 
These activities will help your child read words. 
 

Week 4 Activities 

1. Practice the phonemic awareness 
skill: blending sounds 

Materials: This is a spoken activity that can be done with any 
words you choose.  

 Parents say the individual sounds in a word. Child listens and then says the whole word.  

 

2. Finding and saying vowels. Materials: The story is on the next page. A pen, pencil, or finger.

 

 Find, circle or highlight all the vowels in the story. Have your child say the vowel sounds out loud. 

3. Practice sounding out words from the 
text, “Liz Wins”.  

Materials: The story is on the next page. Sound out these words:  

 

 Parents should point to the word, and have the child tell them all the sounds in the word without stopping 
between the sounds.  Example:  

 

4. Read the story.  Materials: The story is on the next page. 

 Have students practice reading the story (multiple times). 

5. Spelling. Materials: Words from the story “Liz Wins.” 

 Say the word to your child.  Have your child repeat the word, and say the sounds in the word (holding up a 
finger for each sound). 

 What Families Can Do 
- Read texts with the child. 
- Practice blending sounds into words.  Give children the sounds that make up a word and have them 
tell you what the word is. 
- Practice finding vowels in texts around the house (labels, magazines, websites, books) 
- Have students sound out short words, saying the sounds in a word without stopping. 
- Practice spelling words like in activity 5 (saying the word, the sounds, and then writing the words. 

 
 



 



Learning Activities for Writing 
  Grade K  

 
Students will be able to write an opinion story with two supporting reasons and start with an opinion 
sentence starter and end with a conclusion. 
*In kindergarten, we encourage students to write the sounds they hear and not to worry about spelling 
words correctly. Example: pizza=pesu   rainbow=ranbo* 
 

Week 4 Activities 

1. Adding a Conclusion Materials: paper, pencil, crayons  

 What is the best thing to do at the beach? Add an opinion starter, 2 reasons, and a conclusion. 
Example of a conclusion: Playing in the water is the most fun of all. 

 

2. Adding a Conclusion Materials: paper, pencil, crayons  
 

 What is the best vegetable? Add an opinion starter, 2 reasons, and a conclusion. 
Example of a conclusion:: Carrots are the crunchiest and best.  

 

3. Adding a Conclusion Materials: paper, pencil, crayons  

 Which ocean animal would you like to be?  Add an opinion starter, 2 reasons, and a conclusion. 
Example of a conclusion: Sharks are the most amazing! 

 

4. Adding a Conclusion Materials: paper, pencil, crayons 

 What is the best thing to do in the summer? Add an opinion starter, 2 reasons, and a conclusion. 
Example: Camping is the best! 

 

5. Fix the sentence.  Materials: paper, pencil, crayons 

 Parents, write this sentence on a piece of paper, including the errors, and have your child edit it. Talk about 
finger spacing, capital at the beginning, and periods.  
Strawberriesare THE beST and the Sweetest 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Practice spelling words by “rainbow writing” them. (trace each letter with a different 
color) 



Learning Activities for Math 
  Grade K  

 
Students have been practicing writing their numbers from 0-20 correctly. They should be able to 
represent a number of objects with a written numeral and understand the relationship between numbers 
and quantities. (Common Core Standards: K.CC.A.3 and K.CC.A.4) 
 

Week 4 Activities 

1. Roll & Write Materials: Dice, paper and pencil 

 Write numbers 1-6 on the top of a sheet of paper, horizontally. Students will roll their dice and write the 
number that they rolled, legibly and facing the correct direction, under the number on their sheet of paper. 

2. Roll, count & write Materials :2 Dice, paper and pencil 

 Write numbers 1-12 on the top of a sheet of paper, horizontally. Students will roll their dice and write the sum 
of the numbers that they rolled, legibly and facing the correct direction, under the number on their sheet of 
paper. 

3. Number Writing Materials: Pencil and paper 

 Write 0-20 on a piece of paper, with all numbers facing the correct direction.  If this activity is easy for your 
child, challenge them to go further.  How high can they write to 50? To 100?  Check for accuracy and 
legibility. 

4. Grab and Count Materials: 20 small items of your choice (cheerios, pebbles, coins etc.) Paper 
and pencil 

 Grab a handful of objects and drop them on a surface to count.  Count the objects one at a time, paying close 
attention to say one number per object.  Write the number to represent the group of objects you grabbed.  Put 
objects back into the group of 20 and repeat, grabbing a new number of objects. 

   

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Take a walk around the neighborhood and count different things you see, write the number in the air. 
● Look at your child’s number writing and give them feedback on their writing.  



Learning Activities for Science 
  Grade K  

 
Oregon Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) identify being able to plan and conduct an 
investigation to compare the effects of different strengths or different directions of pushes and 
pulls on the motion of an object as priority skills for Kindergarten. These activities will help your 
student explore the effects that pushing and pulling have on an object. 
 

Week 4 Activities 

1. Push and Pull Scavenger Hunt Materials: Objects that can be pushed and pulled 

 Find things around your home that can be pushed or pulled. Find things that move slow/fast, back/forth, 
round and round, slide, and zig zag. 
 

2. Push and Pull with Wheeled Toys Materials: Wheeled toy, ramp 

 Experiment with motion by using a wheeled toy (Hotwheels car) and a ramp (hardcover book, piece of wood, 
cutting board, piece of cardboard, etc.). Make observations about the toy’s movement (fast, slow). 
Experiment by making the ramp steep or level and explain that the steeper the ramp the faster the 
movement. You can also try moving other objects down the ramp that don’t have wheels. 

 

3. Simon Says Materials: Players 

 Play Simon Says with different types of movement. One person is “Simon” and gives the movement 
directions by saying, “Simon says ___” (jump, run, skip, walk, gallop, dance, etc.). The other players do 
Simon’s move only when Simon says “Simon says.” If Simon doesn’t say “Simon says” then the players are 
out of the game. Take turns being Simon and giving the movement directions.  
 

4. Favorite Ways to Move Book Materials: Paper, pencil, crayons 

 Discuss different types of movement activities (skateboarding, roller skating, dancing, running, jumping, bike 
riding, etc.). Make a book to show your favorite ways to move. On each page draw a picture of you doing the 
movement and write a sentence to make such as “I like to __.” or “My favorite way to move is ___.” 
 

5. Stuffed Animal Push and Pull Materials: Stuffed animal, object for stuffed animal to ride in 

 Find something in your home that your stuffed animal can ride around in (laundry basket, cardboard box, bin, 
basket, large plastic bowl, etc.). Practice pushing and pulling your stuffed animal around the house. Pretend 
you are driving down the street, on an ice rink, going up/down a hill, etc. 
 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Go to the following link to explore force and motion: www.futurephysics.com 
● If you have a marble run or marbles your child can experiment with force and motion. 

http://www.futurephysics.com/


Learning Activities for Social Studies 
  Grade K  

 

Oregon Social Studies standards identify being able to explain how people can care for our 
environment and locate, identify, and describe places of importance to self, family, 
school,and culture as a priority skill for Kindergarten.  Use terms related to location, 
direction, and distance. These activities will help your student think about their current role in 
their community and how they interact with others.  
 

Week 4 Activities 

1. Create a collage of the Earth. 
Draw a big circle on a piece of 
paper. Find scraps of paper 
materials around your home that are 
blue, green and white. Glue the 
scraps onto the paper to create a 
picture of our Earth.  

Materials: Recycling materials, magazines, newspapers, 
scissors, and glue 

2. 

Make a map. 
Draw a map of how you get to 
school from your house. Do you 
walk, drive, ride the bus, or ride a 
bike? What things do you see on the 
way; signs, trees, buildings, etc. 

Materials:  Paper,pencils, crayons, markers and found other 
materials around your house 
 

3. Make a poster. 
Make a poster to hang in your home 
that helps to explain how to take 
care of the environment. 

Materials: Paper,pencils, crayons, markers and found other 
materials around your house 
 
 

4. Care for your environment. 
Help clean up your house, find three 
things you can do to help clean. 
Examples: sweep, put dishes away, 
vacuum, wash windows, fold laundry 

Materials: Your house and cleaning tools 

5. List and find. 
Write or draw a list of 10 things you 
can find in your house. Have your 
partner look for them and check off 
each thing.  

Materials: Paper,pencils, crayons, markers and found other 
materials around your house 
 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Talk about ways that we can care for our environment.  What are ways you can make a 
difference in your environment, even at home? This shares the importance of taking 
care of where you live and the world around you.  

● Help your child think of what they see on the way to school.  This will help when they 
are creating a map to school.  Talk to your child about why maps are important and 
what might happen if you don’t have a map. 

● Use creativity when describing where things are located.  Is it easier or harder when you 
use clear descriptions?  This helps your child understand why directions, locations and 
distance are important when trying to locate items or places.  



Learning Activities for Art 
  Grade K  

Animals all Around, Imaginary and Real 
The fundamental way in which we experience our world and express ourselves is through the arts, and arts 
education develops essential skills and abilities for successful 21st century citizens.  
This week we are providing activities in the disciplines of Visual Arts, Dance & Theatre! 
 

Week 4 Activities 

1. Art: Create an animal 
 

Materials: Pencil, paper, construction paper, newspaper, 
magazines, crayons, markers, colored pencils, glue 

 What is your favorite animal? What does it look like?  What patterns does it have on its body and what are its 
colors? Where does it live?  Draw a picture using any of the above materials, or try creating your art out of 
torn or cut construction paper, newspaper or pieces from magazines.  When you create your artwork, practice 
making your animal nearly big enough to touch the sides of your paper.  
 
Arts Standard Addressed: VA:Cr2.3.Ka Create art that represents natural and constructed environments. 

2. Dance: How does your animal move? Materials:  

 How does your animal move? Fast? Slow? Slithering? Hopping?  
Create a dance about animal movements. Show someone your dance. 
 
Arts Standard Addressed: DA:Pr4.1.Kc. Identify and apply different characteristics to movements (for example, slow, smooth, or 
wavy). 

3. Drama:  Animals in Funny Places. Materials:  

 Pretend you are an animal and think about a setting that is different and very silly than where it usually lives. 
What if your animal got on a spaceship and went to the moon?  What if it went to the grocery store?  Create a 
play that shows what your animal would do and say. 
 
Arts Standard Addressed: TH:Cr1.1.K.a. With prompting and support, invent and inhabit an imaginary elsewhere in dramatic play or a 
guided drama experience (e.g., process drama, story drama, creative drama).  

4. Respond to Art: Materials:  

 Create another artwork of either the same animal or a different animal.  Try drawing two animals in your 
picture.  Which one do you like better? Why? 
 
Arts Standard Addressed: Arts Standard Addressed: VA:Re9.1.K a Explain reasons for selecting a preferred artwork. 

5. Extension Activity:  Animal habitats Materials:  

 Create a new artwork that focuses on the habitat your animal lives in.  Does your animal live in trees? The 
desert? The ocean?  What lives in the same habitat as your animal? 
What does your animal eat? 
Arts Standard Addressed: VA:Cr2.3.Ka Create art that represents natural and constructed environments. 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Spend time observing a pet at home.  What does it do? How many times a day does it eat? 
How many hours does it sleep?  Make a chart of the pets activities over the week. 

● Recycled Animal Art: Cereal boxes, TP and paper towel tubes all can be used to create and 
build an imaginary animal.  Tissue boxes could be bodies, or even habitats for your animal. 



Learning Activities for Health 
  Grade K  

 
Oregon health standards require students to understand concepts related to health promotion and 
disease prevention in order to enhance their health. The following activities will remind your student 
about exercising to keep our bodies healthy. 
 

Week 4 Activities 

1. How to exercise safely Materials:  No materials  

 Exercise in your house or safely outside with a parent (Examples: jumping jacks, push ups, squats, etc.) 
Discussion of where and how to exercise safely. 
 

2.  
Practice stretching  Materials: None 

 As a family, practice safely stretching your neck, arms and legs in a safe spot in your home. 

3. Practice breathing in and out to calm 
your body down.  Materials: None 

 Practice breathing slowly in and out.  Practice counting to 10 while breathing to get your body to calm down. 
Optional: Incorporate hand movements to track your breathing (example: Volcano Breaths: hands together in 
front of chest, slowly and keeping hands together bring up over your head until arms are straight, then “erupt” 
and bring arms down slowly to your side and repeat)  
 

4. Family Competition! Materials: Safe space (inside or out) Paper and pencil 

 Make a friendly competition in your household and record the number of each exercise done by each 
individual. Make a poster and write down your progress to challenge one another. Come up with the 
exercises together (examples: Push-ups, Sit ups, Jumping in place) Keep it fun!  
 

 What Families Can Do 
 

●  Make the best of this time at home. Keep moving; Stay Home, Stay Healthy, Stay Safe.  



Learning Activities for Music 
  Grade K  

 
Oregon standards identify performing alone and with others as a priority skill in kindergarten. These 
activities will help your student develop confidence, as well as technical skills by practicing, rehearsing, 
and refining a performance or composition. 
 

Week 4 Activities 

1. Perform a scarf routine! 
 

Materials: Scarves, ribbon, or other fabric 
 

 Create movements to go with your favorite song. Try movements that show how the music makes you feel.  
Practice with your student and then perform for each other. What words could describe your song? 
 

2. Sing “Down By The Bay” 
 

Materials: Lyrics for “Down By The Bay” 
 

 Sing the song and take turns with family members making up silly rhymes for the song.  
Fill in the blanks to make up your own rhyme! 
“Did you ever see a ______________________ ? Down by the bay” 
 
Example: 
Down by the bay, where the watermelons grow / Back to my home I dare not go / 
For if I do, my mother will say, / “Did you ever see a bear, combing his hair?” / Down by the bay. 
 
You can even draw a picture of your silly rhyme to share with others and help you remember your song. 
Staple or tape your pictures together and make a book. 
 

3.  
Perform and Create! Materials: optional: paper, markers, craft supplies. 

 Perform a song that you learned in class. (You can even sing along with a youtube video).  Create tickets, 
posters, a program, decorate a stage area...be creative! 

   

 What Families Can Do 
 
 

● Singing together helps students build confidence, as well as develop their musical ear! 
● You can connect with music by doing art projects, or researching your favorite band. 
● Singing your favorite books can be a fun way to create! 

 



Learning Activities for PE 
  Grade K  

 
Oregon state standards for physical education include recognizing the value of physical activity, 
applying knowledge and strategies related to movement and performance, and showing responsibility 
and cooperation when working with others. 
 

Week 4 Activities 

1. Yoga Materials:  None 

 A:  Simple Yoga positions. The nice thing about yoga is it can be done alone or with others. 
B:  Here are a few examples of yoga poses that you can try at home. 

1. Warrior Pose: Pretend you are a surfer with your front foot facing forward and your opposite foot one 
step backwards with your toes pointing sideways.  Lift your arms up so they are parallel with the 
ground and lean slightly forward.  Again, pretend to look like a surfer. 

2. Tree Pose:  Stand on one leg, put the sole of your opposite foot on the inside of the leg you are 
standing on and balance on that one leg. Place your arms above your head with your hands together. 
Hold for 10 seconds. 

3. Downward-Facing Dog:  Bend down and put the palms of your hand on the floor.  Step your feet back 
and make an upside down letter “V”.  Straighten your legs and relax your head and neck and look 
back between your legs. 

C:  Why:  In order to gain flexibility and balance. 
 

2. Simple Movements Materials: none 

 Move around your room/house using basic locomotor skills.  Start with 10 each time and work your way up 
each day to higher numbers!  Skills include Hop, Skip, Jump (2 feet), Slide, Walk (forward/backward), Crawl. 
 
Why: Flexibility, balance and awareness. 

3. Animal Races Materials: items to mark start and finish lines 

 Race each other as different animals across a short distance in your home or out on the sidewalk.  
● Jump like a bunny, frog, or kangaroo 
● Waddle like a duck, walk slow like a sloth, or run fast like a cheetah 
● Extra challenge: crab walk (belly up, walk with hands and feet on ground) or wheelbarrow (student 

walks with their hands while a partner holds up their feet) 
 

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Cooperation is a skill practiced in every PE class. Find tasks at home to work together on as a family. 
These could be puzzles, board games, or household chores. Talk about cooperation and what it means 
to work with someone else. 



Learning Activities for Speaking & Listening 
  Grade K  

 
Oregon speaking and listening standards identify describing familiar people, places, things, and 
events as important. These activities will continue to develop your child’s expression of ideas in a clear 
manner and practice speaking audibly.  
 

Week 4 Activities 

1. Senses Materials: None 

 Name each of your senses, describe one way you use each of your senses, and how it helps to 
keep you safe (smelling, hearing, seeing, touching, and tasting). For example, you use your nose to 
smell and that can help keep you safe because you can smell food that has spoiled.  

2. Animal Research Materials: Books, videos, paper, writing utensil 

 Finish the animal research from Week 3. Encourage your child to read over what they wrote and 
teach someone at home about the animal they researched.  

3. Shape Find Materials: none 

 Your child needs to play this game with a partner.  Take turns walking around your home (or 
outside) and talk about shapes you find. Have your child practice describing the shapes. (Example: 
The door is a rectangle because it has 4 sides - 2 sides are long and 2 sides are short!).  

4.  Would You Rather Game Materials: None 

 This game needs a partner. Read each statement below and discuss which you would rather do out 
of the two options. You can also try thinking of your own questions - have fun with it! 

1. Would you rather be hot or cold? 
2. Would you rather have the ability to fly or have the ability to read minds? 
3. Would you rather be a bird or a fish? 
4. Would you rather have a snowball fight or a water balloon fight? 
5. Would you rather eat a bowl of worms or eat a single spider? 
6. Would you rather have one eye in the middle of your head or two noses? 
7. Would you rather only be able to crawl on all fours or only be able to walk backwards? 
8. Would you rather have an elephant-sized cat or a cat-sized elephant? 

 
 What Families Can Do 

 
● Sit down together to complete each activity. 
● Encourage your child to use complete sentences when asking and answering questions. 
● Engage in the Shape Tic-Tac-Toe game with your child. 
● Have conversations with your child about the topics in the activities (shapes, animals, senses, 

would you rather). 
 
 
 
 

 



Learning Activities for Wellness & Self Care 
  Grade K  

 

It is important for students to maintain physical, mental and emotional well being. Students 
should engage in activities that promote these ideals.  
 
 

Week 4 Activities 

1. Organize/Clean Materials: You. 

 Try to clean an area of your home. Ask your parent where is the best place in your home for you to help 
organize/clean. (Remember to recycle paper!) 

2. Take a Bath or Shower Materials: You and your shower/bath tub. 

 Take a bath or shower. Try and enjoy as many senses as you can while getting clean. What do you smell? 
Hear? Feel? See? 

3. Stretching and Breathing Materials: You. 

 Practice stretching and breathing. Reach up to the sky and then touch your toes. Do this 5 times. Roll your 
shoulders back 5 times and then to the front 5 times. Take 5 deep breaths.  

4. Fitness Materials: You. 

 Work on your fitness. Do 10 jumping jacks, 10 push ups, 10 sit ups and 10 knee taps.  

   

 What Families Can Do 
 

● Participate in the activities with your child!  
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